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NOT FOR PUBLICATION OR BROADCAST BEFORE THE

MORNING PAPERS OF SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1941.

THEY LISTEN IN TO THE WAR AT SEA

In a small cabin below the bridge of the homeward bound merchantman a young

man sits at a desk surrounded by complicated looking apparatus. Earphones are

clamped over his head.

He is one of that gallant band of wireless operators of the Merchant Navy, the

men who are among the last to leave a sinking ship.

Through those earphones comes to him the buzz of dots and dashes which tells the

story of the seas in wartime.

A series of short buzzes sound through the headphones. SSSS. Some ship is being
attacked by a U-boat. Dots and dashes spell out the position of the ship which has

sighted the U-boat. Then comes the dramatic message.

"Submarine chasing. We are firing at him."

There is a pause. The roar of the Atlantic gale and the smash of heavy seas is

heard in the cabin as from a distance. The cabin reels and plunges. The wireless

officer still listens intently. More is to come. Again the succession of short

buzzes. Again the position and name of the ship. Then the message:

"Torpedo crossed ahead."

The wireless officer writes out the message and sends it straight to the

captain. It may contain a warning of vital importance to the receiving ship.

The first duty of a wireless operator of a ship attacked by U-boat or German

raider is to get away the "enemy report" dictated to him by his captain. It was in

this way that a wireless officer of a British steamer played an important part in

the destruction of the German pocket battleship GRAF SPEE.

As the official account of the Battle of the River Plate said:

"A report was received from the British S.S. DORIC STAR that she was being
attacked by a pocket battleship on the east side of the South Atlantic. The DORIC

STAR had sent out this wireless message in spite of the fact that the German raider

was firing at her in an attempt to prevent her from using her wireless.

Commodore Harwood (now Rear-Admiral) correctly anticipated that the raider,
knowing that she had been reported by the S.S. DORIC STAR, would leave that area

and probably cross the South Atlantic."

So the wireless officer of the DORIC STAR, tapping away at a morse key while

the pocket battleship was shelling his ship, gave direction to the long hunt for

the formidable German raider.
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A wireless operator knows that he must stick to his ship until the last

possible minute if it is torpedoed, shelled or mined. He must keep tapping out

those messages which may mean the difference between life and death to his

companions if they are forced to take to the boats.

Although, in time of war, there is plenty of drama in the life a wireless
operator of the Merchant Navy, there is also plenty of dull routine. Widely
varied are the messages which come over the air to the wireless cabins of

hundreds of ships at sea. Here are just a few typical extracts from the log of

one wireless officer on a single voyage.

SOS - All ships - SOS from Malinhead Radio. Steamer A ... heavy list

increasing broken amidships - 13 men still on board — receiver out of action

- position X - drifting due east. AAAA - Steamer B bombed 300 miles west of

Tory. Rudder gone.

SSSS - Position Y - Steamer C sighted conning tower - visibility good

..... SSSS Position Y - steamer C -- submarine on surface -- visibility good.

SSSS - From Wick Radio -- Position Z -- Steamer D ... torpedoed.

SSSS - From steamer E -- Attacked by submarine in position W -- suspicious
tanker flying Dutch flag in her vicinity.

QQQQ - Steamer F ... being followed by suspicious vessel.

These are the sort of messages received over a period of days. They are

authentic extracts from a wireless log, with precise positions and names of ships
eliminated.

In between such messages come the more routine signals. There will be

warnings to mariners concerning wrecks and derelicts which constitute a danger to

navigation. There will be general warnings to ships about new minefields.

In this particular log one of the most dramatic messages came towards the

end of the voyage. It was from a German wireless station but was sent in English.
The Germans were appealing to British ships to save men from a German aircraft

forced down in the North Sea. The message ran:

"From Norddoeich, Germany -- To all ships -- XXXX --

Airplane crew drifting in North Sea southwest of

Dogger Bank. Last known position at 0030 G.M.T.

54.33 North 01.25 East. Please help immediately --

Norddeich Radio."
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